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Local Difference Sign-Magnitude Transform (LDSMT) of Edge/Corner Features for Robust Face Recognition
Edge & Corner Extraction
Image Encoding & Decoding 
Face detection and recognition system generally
involves two separate stages:
 Face Detection: where an image is searched to
find any face.
 Face Recognition: where that detected face is
compared to a database of known faces, to
decide who that person is.
To extract the edges and corners information, we utilize the
properties of Frei-Chen edge detector. Given an input image
I(x, y), the nine different edge, corner, and mean responses 𝑔𝑖
can be computed by:
𝑔𝑖 = 𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦 ∗ 𝐾𝑖 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 9
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Recognition Accuracy
Database Description
For evaluation two datasets have been used:
Extended Yale B database.
 2280 face images for 38 subjects each person 60 images.
AT&T database.
 400 face images for 40 subjects representing 10/subject.
The proposed LDSMT method can be summarized
into three main stages:
Edge & corner extraction.
 Image encoding & decoding.
 Fusion of multiple texture sets.
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To avoid any bias, half of the data randomly selected for
training and the other for testing. The experiments were
repeated 10 times, then the average results are calculated.
LBP: Local Binary Pattern, LDP: Local Directional Pattern, and LTP: Local Ternary Pattern.
